
St Peter’s Church of England (VC) Primary School 
MEDIUM TERM PLAN 

TERM 2 
Year 2 

Special Events: KS1 Nativity 
 

Subject Learning Intentions - Children should learn to: 
 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 

Maths Addition and Subtraction 

 Recall and use addition and 
subtraction facts to 20 fluently, and 

derive and use related facts up to 
100. 

 Add and subtract numbers using 

concrete objects, pictorial 

representations, and mentally, 
including: a two-digit number and 

ones; a two-digit number and tens; 
two two-digit numbers; adding three 

one-digit numbers. 

 Show that the addition of two 

numbers can be done in any order 
(commutative) and subtraction of one 

number from another cannot. 

 Solve problems with addition and 
subtraction: using concrete objects 

and pictorial representations, including 
those involving numbers, quantities 

and measures; applying their 

increasing knowledge of mental and 
written methods. 

 Recognise and use the inverse 

relationship between addition and 
subtraction and use this to check 

calculations and solve missing number 

problems. 

Measurement: Money 

 Recognise and use symbols for 
pounds (£) and pence (p); combine 

amounts to make a particular value. 

 Find different combinations of coins 
that equal the same amounts of 

money. 

 Solve simple problems in a practical 

context involving addition and 
subtraction of money of the same 

unit, including giving change. 

Multiplication and Division 

 Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 2, 5 
and 10 times tables, including recognising odd and even 

numbers. 

 Calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and 
division within the multiplication tables and write them using 

the multiplication (x), division (÷) and equals (=) sign. 

 Solve problems involving multiplication and division, using 

materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental methods and 
multiplication and division facts, including problems in 

contexts. 

 Show that the multiplication of two numbers can be done in 
any order (commutative) and division of one number by 

another cannot. 

Science Lessons may be blocked and taught together, rather than weekly, to fit around Nativity preparation and other events 

Understand that animals have offspring that grow into adults 
To be able to find out about and describe the basic needs of animals, including humans, for survival (water, food and air). 

To be able to find out about and describe the basic needs of animals, including humans, for survival (water, food and air). 

To know the importance for humans of eating the right amounts of different types of food. 



To know the importance for humans of exercise 
To be able to perform a simple test. 
To record data and use it to answer questions 

To know the importance to humans of hygiene  

RE 
 

To be taught as a block towards end of term and in conjunction with Nativity rehearsals 
Recognise that Incarnation is part of the ‘Big Story’ of the Bible. 

Tell the story of the birth of Jesus and recognise the link with Incarnation — Jesus is ‘God on Earth’. 
Understand how Christians use the Nativity story and celebrate it.  

Think and talk about the Christmas story.  

Answer questions about what Christians can learn from the Christmas story.  
Reflect on what we have learnt over this unit and what the Christmas story shows us.  

Computing Consolidate prior 

knowledge of 
spreadsheets 

Use copying and 

pasting tools to 
help create 

spreadsheets 

Use totalling tools 

in spreadsheets 

Use a spreadsheet 

to add amounts 

Create a table of 

data on a 
spreadsheet 

Use data to 

manually create a 
block graph 

 

Review and 

consolidation of 
unit  

PE  Taught by specialist teacher 

Art  Know which 

animals come from 
Australia. Be 

familiar with some 

examples of these 
in aboriginal art. 

Experiment with 

different techniques 
used in aboriginal 

art 

Plan own piece of 

aboriginal art, using 
sketches to trial 

and gather ideas. 

Create and evaluate own piece of aboriginal art based on 

sketches and designs 

Plan and create a 

second piece of 
aboriginal art using 

only either warm or 

cold colours 

History  Lessons may be blocked and taught together, rather than weekly, to fit around Nativity preparation and other events 

Understand how we know about the Great Fire of London 
Consolidate knowledge of what happened during the Great Fire of London and why it spread 

Show understanding through writing a diary entry 
Write a news report about the Great Fire of London 

Understand what happened after the fire – how houses were rebuilt and how the emergency services changed 

PSHE Recognise how 
other people might 

be feeling 
 

Understand how to 
share feelings with 

others 

Understand how 
different behaviours 

may make others 
feel 

Understand the 
difference between 

a secret and a 
surprise, and  the 

importance of not 

keeping secrets 
that make them 

uncomfortable 

Share and respect each other’s views Listen to and co-
operate with others 

Spanish Be able to count to 

10 

Be able to count to 

10 

Be able to count to 

20 

Be able to count to 

20 

Know the days of 

the week 

Know the days of 

the week 

Review and 

consolidation 

Music Taught by specialist teacher 

 
 


